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Executive Summary

Purposes and Objectives:
The purpose of this paper is to examine certain aspects of public-private partnerships for product development to measure their progress as well as challenges in certain key areas. While the concept of Public-Private Partnerships for Product Development (PPP-PDs) is a relatively recent phenomenon, approximately five years have passed since the majority of these entities were created. Issues relating to financial sustainability, governance and accountability, portfolio management of scientific research, capacity development in developing countries, and plans for product delivery are capable of measurement and review at this point in the history of PPP-PDs to identify challenges to future success. In addition, opportunities for collective activity are apparent. The object of this report is to identify for the World Health Organization additional steps to increase the likelihood of product development and distribution for medicines, vaccines and devices for neglected diseases by PPP-PDs. The goal is to ensure that products developed for neglected diseases reach people in developing countries as soon as possible to reduce disease burden and improve health.

Background:
Twenty-four public-private partnerships for product development were selected for in-depth study based on their primary missions being devoted to the development of a drug, vaccine or product to treat and/or cure a neglected disease. Key issues were identified as areas important to the success of PPP-PDs as well as areas where WHO may be able to lend support to accelerate the success of these partnerships.

The issues examined in greater detail are:

(1) Scale of past, current and future funding and the question of financial sustainability including sources and amounts of funding, funding gap, broadening the base of financial supporters, and creating new methods of funding;
(2) Portfolio management including scientific challenges and financial sustainability;
(3) Governance, representation and accountability of PPP-PDs;
(4) Role of PPP-PDS in developing capacity in low income countries; and
(5) Product delivery to developing countries including issues, challenges and plans for product distribution.

Collective activities in support of PPP-PDs and related advocacy opportunities are identified and recommendations made for support by WHO.

Methods:
Research was conducted by a literature review as well as a review of materials by and about the 24 selected PPP-PDs. Several individuals within PPP-PDs were contacted for further information and comment.
Key Findings

(1) Scale of past, current and future funding and the question of financial sustainability

The majority of the 24 PPP-PDs examined were established in the past 5 years with a focus on developing and financing a product of choice for an identified neglected disease. Little evidence of duplication of scientific evidence exists as the PPP-PDs have selected discrete diseases and/or types of products upon which to focus their efforts. Disease-based alliances have been created among all types of public and private entities to coordinate scientific efforts while maximizing the available resources. These alliances facilitate the sharing of scientific information and enable planning for advocacy efforts and product roll out.

Opportunities for WHO: (a) Assist with development and implementation of product roll-out plans working with disease-based alliances; (b) Work to improve coordination among disease-based alliances, PPP-PDs, and other entities to reduce duplication of efforts and maximize resources.

Sources and amounts of funding: More than one billion dollars has been contributed to the 24 PPP-PDs from private foundations, governments and governmental agencies, and private organizations. Foundations provide 76% of total funding with the Gates Foundation being the single largest funding source having contributed more than $700 million.

Funding Gap: While the actual dollar amounts are in dispute, a sizeable funding gap exists between what has been paid to PPP-PDs and what is needed to bring a product to market. PPP-PDs are at risk of failure if they do not receive the funding necessary to complete the scientific work required to develop products for neglected diseases.

Broadening the base of financial supporters: PPP-PDs current financial sources are identified and, by default, new potential funding sources are identified as targets for support. Additional partners can be drawn from foundations, governments and governmental agencies, as well as private industry.

Opportunities for WHO: Assist PPP-PDs to secure funding by opening or continuing dialogue with new potential funding sources.

Creating new methods of funding: In order to increase the number of participants in PPP-PDs as well as the amount of financing available to PPP-PDs, innovative funding mechanisms are needed to reduce the financial risk of investment. Various “push” and “pull” mechanisms are being explored by the World Bank “Out of the Box” group as well as other organizations to secure money to close the funding gap.
Opportunities for WHO: Assist PPP-PDs to work with the World Bank and other funders to expand the pool of investors and expand the types of investments.

(2) Portfolio Management and the scientific challenges facing PPP-PDs.

PPP-PDs use the portfolio management method to reduce the risk of failure of projects while reducing the time to market. The amount of funding needed and time to market is tied to the scope of the project undertaken. Vaccines being developed are more expensive and take a longer time to bring to market than other products that may have been partially developed in the private sector but shelved due to the lack of a commercial market. Picking the “low hanging fruit” should bring a number of products to market in a relatively short time but the pharmaceutical pipeline feeding the PPP-PDs must be robust in order for portfolios to be balanced. Basic and translational research must be supported to keep the pipeline full.

Opportunities for WHO: Develop new and support existing mechanisms to support basic and translational research to assist the work being done by PPP-PDs.

(3) Governance, Representation and Accountability of PPP-PDs.

Governance of PPP-PDs: “Governance” describes the manner in which PPP-PDs manage themselves and is comprised of formal and informal norms as well as rules and decision-making procedures. “Governing bodies” lead the decision-making process and set priorities and direction for the organizations.

PPP-PDs are identified as “independent” or “hosted” partnerships with distinct methods of operation. PPP-PDs were examined to determine the level of representatives from the South on governing bodies. The composition of governing bodies impacts decision making and should reflect the interests, needs, concerns of all groups to legitimate the governing arrangement.

Representation on Boards of Directors and other advisory groups: Overall, the number of representatives from the South is low and may result in lack of support or cooperation from developing countries as products are developed, tested, and introduced. Increasing the number of representatives from the South should be a key goal of PPP-PDs to ensure success of their missions.

Accountability: The issue of accountability examines the question “To whom are PPP-PDs accountable?” PPP-Ps are certainly responsible for their actions in terms of their funders and Board of Directors but the degree to which they are accountable to the ultimate beneficiaries of their work, namely people in developing countries, is unclear. Eventual introduction of new products into developing countries will put stresses and strains on already fragile health care systems. Involving and consulting with governments and other representatives from low-income countries from the beginning is vital to ensure that PPP-PDs increase their accountability.
Opportunities for WHO: (a) Work with PPP-PDs to ensure that the fruits of these entities benefit societies equitably in that very poor countries with large populations, unpopular governments or poor infrastructure may be excluded from these partnerships; (b) Facilitate with PPP-PDs to ensure that they are working in harmony and integrated with national health priorities; (c) Lead the development of transparent policy and procedural frameworks to protect the public interest and to ensure that the processes established by PPP-PDs are structured in the public interest; (d) Promote and support research aimed at identifying good partnership practice; (e) Lead the discussion to ensure that developing country governments are given an adequate voice in PPP-PDs; (f) Assist with capacity development in low income countries through coordination with PPP-PDs.

(4) Role of PPP-PDs in developing capacity in low income countries

Capacity building can occur through the transfer of scientific knowledge as well as enhancing the ability of governments to develop and deliver health care services. PPP-PDs are engaged in the ad hoc transfer of scientific and technical knowledge by conducting clinical trials in developing countries. Little coordination among PPP-PDs takes place. Networks have evolved in developing countries to identify the level of available expertise. Little infrastructure exists in developing countries to support a regulatory system in terms of Institutional Review Boards.

Substantial work needs to be done in this area to create the infrastructure needed to support research, clinical trials, registration of new drugs and vaccines as well as the integration of those drugs and vaccines into fragile health care systems. Such capacity development is not the role of PPP-PDs but they can play a role in such development especially through the inclusion of representatives from the South on governing boards and other consultative positions.

Opportunities for WHO: Advocate for developing capacity and to establish basic, achievable goals including: regionally harmonized clinical trial guidelines; ICH compliant Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) for ethical and safe clinical research, health research requirements and local capacity.

(5) Product delivery to developing countries

The importance of planning for product delivery well in advance of the introduction of a new product is demonstrated by the decade-long time difference between the introduction of the Hepatitis B vaccine in the developed world as opposed to the developing world. Several PPP-PDs have developed or are developing a strategy for introducing products into developing countries but these plans, like the products themselves, are in a nascent stage. The issues identified for discussion and planning are: Financing; production; delivery; demand; and regulation.

The complexity and financial magnitude of introducing and delivering products into low-income countries is beyond the scope of PPP-PDs capabilities and will require cooperation from all sectors to be successful. PPP-PDs will be valuable to contribute
their expertise, knowledge and resources to ensure access to medical products but leadership will have to come from the low-income countries themselves as well as international organizations such as WHO.

Opportunities for WHO: (a) Integrate PPP-PDs into the blueprint for introduction of HIV vaccines and other new medicines; (b) Utilize its authority to engage national governments in the planning for the introduction of new medicines.

Collective activities in support of PPP-PDs:

Engaging in collective activities could enable the work of PPP-PDs to progress faster by pooling their skills and resources in certain areas such as IP information sharing, common systems for clinical trials, collective advocacy to raise awareness about neglected diseases; strengthening regulatory capacity in developing countries and issues related to portfolio management. PPP-PDs could work together to build a broader support base.

Opportunities for WHO: (a) Act as a facilitator for PPP-PDs to collaborate and provide a forum for research and discussion; (b) Evaluate and direct collection of epidemiological data tailored to each country to ensure that decisions about the introduction of new medical products matches the disease burden of individual countries.

Recommendations

In addition to the opportunities set forth above, several key areas can benefit from the skills and expertise of the World Health Organization:

- Advocate for additional traditional and innovative funding mechanisms from current and additional funding sources to support long-term financing of the development and delivery of products for neglected diseases
- Utilize its leadership position and expertise to close the research gap and foster networks while building capacity in low income countries by supporting preclinical and translational research to be conducted collaboratively with institutions in the north and south
- Engage in strategic planning with PPP-PDs to coordinate their efforts between and among PPP-PDs as well as all other interested parties to ensure that duplication of efforts is minimized and financial and other resources are maximized.
- Develop an overarching strategic plan for delivery of new products for neglected diseases by ensuring baseline disease burden information is available for informed decision making and is communicated to leaders at the national level.
- Work with PPP-PDs to develop a plan to increase participation on governing boards by representatives from the South with the long-term goal of accelerating the marketing and delivery of products for neglected diseases.
- Provide a forum for PPP-PDs and other parties to identify and prioritize areas for collaboration.
The assistance of the World Health Organization is invaluable to PPP-PDs to create new products for neglected diseases and to ensure that the people who need them most receive them in the shortest time possible.
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### List of Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AERAS</td>
<td>Aeras Global Tuberculosis Vaccine Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BVGH</td>
<td>BIO Ventures for Global Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONRAD</td>
<td>Contraceptive Research and Development Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CICCR</td>
<td>Consortium for Industry Collaboration in Contraceptive Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNDI</td>
<td>Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMVI</td>
<td>European Malaria Vaccine Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIND</td>
<td>Foundation for Innovative New Diagnostics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gates/UNC</td>
<td>Gates Foundation/University of North Carolina Partnership for the Development of New Drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMP</td>
<td>Global Microbicide Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHVI</td>
<td>Human Hookworm Vaccine Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAVI</td>
<td>International AIDS Vaccine Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDRI</td>
<td>Infectious Disease Research Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOWH</td>
<td>Institute for OneWorld Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPM</td>
<td>International Partnership for Microbicides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAPDAP</td>
<td>LAPDAP Antimalarial Product Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDP</td>
<td>Microbicides Development Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMV</td>
<td>Medicines for Malaria Venture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVI</td>
<td>Malaria Vaccine Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVP</td>
<td>Meningitis Vaccine Project at PATH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDVI</td>
<td>Pediatric Dengue Vaccine Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PneumoADIP</td>
<td>Pneumococcal Vaccines Accelerated Development and Introduction Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RotaADIP</td>
<td>Rotavirus Vaccine Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAAVI</td>
<td>South African AIDS Vaccine Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB Alliance</td>
<td>Global Alliance for Tuberculosis Drug Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Public-Private Partnerships for Product Development: Financial, scientific and managerial issues as challenges to future success

The concept of Public-Private Partnerships for Product Development (PPP-PDs) is a relatively recent phenomenon but approximately five years have passed since the majority of these entities were created. Issues relating to financial sustainability, governance and accountability, portfolio management of scientific research, capacity development in developing countries, and plans for product delivery are capable of measurement and review at this point in the history of PPP-PDs to identify challenges to future success. In addition, opportunities for collective activity are apparent. The World Health Organization can take additional steps to increase the likelihood of product development and distribution for medicines, vaccines and devices for neglected diseases by PPP-PDs.

For purposes of this report, the definition of the phrase “Public-Private Partnerships for Product Development” (PPP-PDs) is “a project or portfolio of projects in which public or philanthropic funds and resources are combined to discover and/or develop a product (medicine, vaccine, diagnostics) to meet a public health need”. 2 The diseases that are the subject of product development by PPP-PDs are collectively referred to within this report as “neglected diseases” as they are prevalent in countries or areas where little or no market incentive exists to encourage commercial development of treatments or preventive measures.

An Overview of Public-Private Partnerships for Product Development

Twenty-four public-private partnerships were selected for review based on the common factor that all of them devote the majority of their efforts to developing medicines, vaccines or diagnostics for diseases of developing countries including malaria, tuberculosis, HIV, leishmaniasis and others collectively referred to as “neglected diseases”. General information about each PPP-PD selected is provided in Appendix 1, Sheet 1.

Of the 24 PPP-PDs, 9 are devoted to developing medicines and/or microbicides, 11 are committed to vaccine development, one is focused on diagnostic products, and three are involved with the development of a combination of medicines, vaccines and/or diagnostics. Five partnerships focus exclusively on reproductive health issues, four focus on malaria and two are committed to tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS respectively. [See Appendix 1, Sheet 2 for a summary of public-private partnerships by candidate product].

As identified in Table 1, below, eighteen of the twenty-four partnerships (75%) have been established within the past five years and one as recently as 2004. [See Appendix 1, Sheet 8 for data table]. Fifteen of the 24 entities (62.5%) have their secretariat in the United States and all but one is located in economically developed countries.
Table 1. Number of PPP-PDs created by year from 1984 to 2004.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of PPP-PDs Created by Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Despite the fact that the majority of PPP-PDs have been in existence for five years or less, much has been accomplished by these organizations in terms of mobilizing resources and public opinion in support of developing treatments and preventive measures for neglected diseases.³

The focus of PPP-PDs is the scientific process of developing the product of choice and securing funding for that product. The potential for working at scientific cross-purposes with other similar organizations exists as does the possibility of duplication of other efforts.

In terms of scientific efforts, little duplication of efforts seems to exist as the majority of PPP-PDs have staked out individual territories in terms of disease and the product to be developed. A variety of PPP-PDs focus on the same disease but pursue different approaches. For example, four PPP-PDs are focusing on malaria but two are working on vaccine development (EMVI, MVI), one is working on novel malaria medicines (MMV) and one is focusing on the bringing a developed product through final regulatory stages (LAPDAP).

Similarly, four PPP-PDs are working on the development of microbicides (CONRAD and its subprogram GMP, IPM, and MDP). The two organizations focusing on tuberculosis differ in that one is focusing on developing a vaccine (AERAS) while the other is focused on drug development (TB Alliance). Both HIV/AIDS entities are working the
development of an AIDS vaccine. Certain PPP-PDs (FIND, HHVI, MVP, PDVI, PneumoADIP, and RotaADIP) are working on a specific disease or product not shared by other PPP-PDs.

As a response to the need for collaboration and to avoid duplication of scientific and other efforts, alliances have been formed among groups working on HIV/AIDS, microbicides, and malaria. These alliances vary in terms of their goals, membership and development and as such vary in terms of providing a systematic approach to coordinating efforts while maximizing the resources of the PPP-PDs and other organizations.

The Global HIV/AIDS Vaccine Enterprise (Enterprise) was initiated in June 2003 to identify new strategies and mechanisms to develop safe and effective HIV vaccines. It is an alliance of independent organizations committed to accelerating the development of a preventive vaccine for HIV/AIDS through implementation of a shared scientific strategic plan, mobilization of additional resources, and greater collaboration among HIV vaccine researchers worldwide. The participants in the Enterprise, including the World Health Organization, are extensive and drawn from all sectors. The goal of the Enterprise is to stimulate researchers and funders to explore new, collaborative, cooperative and transparent approaches to the obstacles of vaccine development. Its Strategic Plan identifies scientific opportunities including: expanding the HIV vaccine pipeline; improving animal models; expanding the database of clinical trials; and expanding the availability of new quantitative laboratory tools.

The Enterprise’s Strategic Plan has identified issues facing all PPP-PDs: lack of capacity to conduct clinical trials; regulatory considerations; and intellectual property issues. While the Enterprise has a well-defined scientific plan for improving scientific activities, the plan identifies problems relating to capacity development and product rollout issues but fails to provide a detailed plan for addressing these same issues. The opportunity exists for the Enterprise to take a leadership role in formulating a strategy to deal with the non-scientific issues relating to product development and distribution for an HIV/AIDS vaccine.

The Enterprise’s Strategic Plan can be used as a model for other existing alliances or as a blueprint for other groups or sectors that have not yet formed an alliance.

The Alliance for Microbicide Development was founded in 1998 to accelerate and coordinate research efforts while increasing the amount of funding available to support the research and development of microbicides. Its coalition of 200 representatives is drawn from all sectors and includes the World Health Organization as well as CONRAD, GMP, and IPM.

Initial research has been conducted to explore the issue of introduction of microbicides in that it is anticipated that products will be entering phase III trials in 2005. Potential delivery strategies are being considered including public sector distribution, social marketing, and commercial providers. This research refers to the problems involved
with introducing new health technologies in developing countries and the importance of selecting the proper distribution channels while emphasizes the necessity of a “strong role for the public sector in the development and provision” of introducing new health technologies. The reports are silent as to how to garner the support of the public sector needed to ensure successful introduction of microbicides into developing countries.

Alliances dealing with malaria are numerous and include the Multilateral Initiative on Malaria, the Malaria Consortium, the Malaria Foundation, the Japanese Alliance, and the Gates Malaria Partnership as well as the Global Fund for AIDS, TB and Malaria and the Roll Back Malaria program. These and other entities offer some degree of collaboration yet appear to pursue similar goals including improving access to and application of research findings, sustainable research capacity in Africa, advocacy, and promoting global communication and cooperation. While these organizations focus on scientific development of products and building capacity in developing countries, little attention is devoted to planning for the delivery of new products. Coordination between and among these organizations could reduce duplication of efforts, conserve and maximize financial resources, and improve support for the PPP-PDs working on medicines and vaccines for malaria.

PPP-PDs have focused on key areas of scientific research to develop medicines, vaccine and products for neglected diseases with little or no overlap. Much sharing of scientific information takes place formally through alliances and other relationships as well as informally by mutual participation on Boards of Directors, committees and so on. PPP-PDs concentrate on the science needed to achieve their goals of product development and have established channels for sharing the results of their scientific work.

There is a substantial void in terms of planning for distribution once new products are ready to be introduced. While PPP-PDs are identifying issues and conducting preliminary research into solutions to non-scientific matters, more action should be taken now to allow introduction of new products as quickly as possible. An opportunity exists for the World Health Organization to improve coordination between the Alliances and other entities to reduce duplication of efforts and to maximize available resources,

Scale of past, current and future funding and the issue of financial sustainability

Sources and Amounts of Funding

Private foundations, governments and governmental agencies, bilateral and multilateral organizations, and nongovernmental organizations as well as private companies and individuals have funded public-private partnerships for product development. Specifically excluded from consideration are donations of products or other in-kind donations. Quantifying intangible donations present difficulties in valuation beyond the scope of this report.

A summary of the funding sources for PPP-PDs is provided in Appendix 1, Sheets 3, 5, 6, and 7, identifying the major contributors and, if available, the amount supplied to each
PPP-PD from the partnership’s inception to December 31, 2004. These amounts reflect actual contributions made and do not include future pledges.

Over $1 billion US has been contributed to these 24 PPP-PDs. Of that total, approximately $899,433,725.00 has been contributed by private foundations, $244,462,588.00 by governments and governmental agencies, and $36,312,547.00 by private entities. [Refer to Appendix A, Sheet 9]. Table 2, below, shows the percentage of total contributions made according to funding source.

### Table 2. PPP-PD funding sources by type of financial contributor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Contributors to PPP-PDs</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foundations</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governments and Gov't Agencies</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private Organizations</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data assembled from the various websites for PPP-PDs as well as the website for the Initiative on Public-Private Partnerships for Health, [www.ippph.org](http://www.ippph.org), accessed at various times in November and December 2004.

Of the $1,180,208,860.00 total amount of contributions made by all donors, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is the largest single contributor with total contributions of $714,239,419.00 or more than 60% of the total. The Gates Foundation provides funding to 17 of the 24 (71%) of the PPP-PDs. It is the single funding source for 9 of the 24 (37.5 %) of the PPP-PDs reviewed. The implications of the magnitude of the contributions of the Gates Foundation cannot be understated. Without its funding, it is possible that 9 PPP-PDs would not exist and several others would be financially compromised. While the Gates Foundation has given no indication that it will withdraw its support from the various PPP-PDs, it is in the best interests of PPP-PDs to enlarge its base of supporters not only for diversity of funding sources but also to address the increasing costs of product development as candidates move into expensive clinical trial phases.

### The Funding Gap

The actual amount needed for product development is the subject of debate. Whether one uses the pharmaceutical industry standard amount for the cost of drug development of $800 million or other measures provided by the PPP-PDs themselves such as “The Economics of Drug Development” conducted for the TB Alliance, substantial...
additional financial resources will be required to successfully bring products to fruition. It is clear that a funding gap exists between what PPP-PDs have raised to date and the total amount needed to bring a product to the market. The cost estimates do not include costs of marketing and distribution.

The development of the candidates for an HIV vaccine known as AIDSVAX demonstrates the difficulty of the scientific and financial challenges facing PPP-PDs. AIDSVAX required more than 20 years of development time costing approximately $200 million. It was evaluated in clinical trials in Thailand demonstrating that world-class clinical trials can be conducted successfully in developing countries; however, the vaccine itself showed minimal efficacy in the Phase III studies so work continues on its development. The scientific hurdles are every bit as challenging as the financial ones.

Substantial amounts of money must be raised by PPP-PDs to ensure the continuation of their work. By segmenting the market of current and potential funding sources, PPP-PDs can identify methods to expand their base of financial support. These segments are: Current funders and traditional funding methods; current funders and novel funding mechanisms; new funders and traditional funding mechanisms; and new funders and novel funding mechanisms.

Table 3. Options for funding sources and types of funding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing funding source with traditional funding mechanism</th>
<th>Existing funding source with novel funding mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New funding source with traditional funding mechanism</td>
<td>New funding source with novel funding mechanism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Broadening the base of financial supporters – Seeking new funding sources

Where can PPP-PDs find additional funding for their ventures? By reviewing the list of current funding sources, it is possible to identify those organizations, governments and other entities that are not participating as financial supporters of PPP-PDs. This approach does not take into account those organizations that provide other types of support such as in-kind donations or who are involved in other aspects of developing products for neglected diseases.

Broadening the base beyond current funding sources requires focused advocacy, as many potential funders have never invested in medical product development. A great deal of effort may be required to educate and persuade additional funders of the significance of portfolio candidate failures or the magnitude of the investment required.
governments or funders may not have the capacity to conduct an assessment of the opportunities and risks offered by each PPP-PD but they could work collectively to maximize resources and impact of their contributions.

Private foundations are well represented as funding sources of PPP-PDs with the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundations provide 85% of foundation giving and 65% of total funding. PPP-PDs could look to those foundations that have not yet become involved with the partnerships as additional sources of financing.

Governments and government agencies have contributed approximately 21% of the total funding for PPP-PDs. Among governments and governmental agencies, USAID contributes 35% of all government giving and 7% of total funding for PPP-PDs but may be willing to increase its support especially considering that 62.5% of the PPP-PDs maintain their secretariats in the US. Considering the public health impact of neglected diseases, PPP-PDs with the active support of the World Health Organization may be able to exert influence over governments to become generous funding sources of PPP-PDs.

Support from the European Union and its individual member states is modest. There are several individual member states (Belgium, Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain and the new members of the European Union) that have not provided direct support to PPP-PDs. Additional support from the European Union should be encouraged as the EU has indicated its strong desire to address the lack of medicines for neglected diseases.

Other developed nations are absent from the list of government supporters. Japan, Australia and other developed countries outside the US and EU can be encouraged by PPP-PDs and the World Health Organization to add their support to PPP-PDs.

The products being developed by PPP-PDs are targeted to the populations in developing countries. Developing countries, especially those with large populations such as the Philippines, India, Brazil, and China, can be encouraged to become active funding sources of PPP-PDs. PPP-PDs can look to those countries that have a vested interest in improving the health of their populations and seek financial support. For example, the “Chinese government has sponsored discovery and development of the artemisinin derivatives” to treat malaria. While certain developing countries are too poor to make a financial contribution to the work being done by PPP-PDs, others are not. As discussed in later sections, securing the financial support now from developing countries should benefit PPP-PDs throughout the development and distribution process.

Private industry (excluding in-kind and other contributions from the pharmaceutical industry) represents an opportunity for substantially more involvement especially from global companies with operations in disease endemic countries or areas. Industry has a financial stake in the well-being of its work force and may be willing to support efforts to develop products to treat its employees. PPP-PDs have ready allies in various non-profit organizations such as Global Business Coalition on HIV/AIDS, (www.businessfightsaids.org) who may assist partnerships bring private industry in the negotiating table. Other corporate initiatives exist, such as the Coca-Cola African
Foundation, that are potential partners for funding or for assistance through their extensive global distribution networks.\textsuperscript{21}

Strong links exist between PPP-PDs and the major pharmaceutical companies but barriers prevent fuller private sector participation. Understanding those barriers and how to overcome them is required if the private sector is to expand involvement\textsuperscript{19} financially and otherwise.

The biotechnology industry is noticeably absent from involvement in PPP-PDs with the unfortunate consequence that neglected diseases have not benefited from the advances in this field. The biotechnology industry does not have the resources that the pharmaceutical industry does but the situation simply presents different opportunities. The newest PPP-PD, BIO Ventures for Global Health, established in 2004, is dedicated to “facilitating the development and distribution of biotech products to treat diseases in the developing world”\textsuperscript{22,23,24} This new PPP-PD has the potential to act as a liaison with biotech companies to bring them into the PPP-PD fold.

Whether addressing the pharmaceutical or biotechnology industries, PPP-PDs face the challenge of encouraging “the private sector to articulate what it will take to get them involved and to explore innovate ways to work together”\textsuperscript{19}

WHO can assist PPP-PDs to secure funding by opening or continuing dialogue between partnerships and potential funding sources, especially governments, bilateral and multilateral organizations by “using its respect and prestige to assist with negotiations and discussions”\textsuperscript{25}

\textit{Creating new methods of funding to attract additional funding from current and new supporters of PPP-PDs:}

A larger number of funding sources for PPP-PDs should increase the overall amount of money available for partnerships to develop products for neglected diseases. Part of the strategy should be creating innovative financing mechanisms as incentives to fund what is by its very nature a high-risk proposition\textsuperscript{30}

Providing incentives, especially to the private sector, to encourage participation in the development of medicines and vaccines for neglected diseases is necessary because the financial incentives are low or non-existent.\textsuperscript{26} Because the countries in which neglected diseases are endemic are too poor to pay for medicines and vaccines, pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies cannot recoup the return on the investment needed to develop these products.\textsuperscript{26} The lack of financial incentives for the private sector is a major reason why products have not been developed for the weak commercial market that developing countries represent.\textsuperscript{26}

To date, various push and pull mechanisms have been tried to encourage investment in products for which there is a small or no commercial market. “Push” mechanisms include reducing industry costs through mechanisms such as grants, tax breaks, and fast
track approvals. Pull mechanisms are designed to create effective demands for yet-to-be-developed products via global funds and advance price and purchase commitments.

The World Bank has assembled the “Out of the Box” (OOTB) group with the mission to “create, improve upon, and validate new strategies and incentives to accelerate the development and use of priority health products for developing countries” by examining the potential for traditional capital market institutions (stock and bond markets, commercial and investment banks) to finance the development activities of PPP-PDs. The OOTB group concluded that a strategy of minimizing development costs and risks while guaranteeing revenues is fundamental to accelerating the development of new health technologies targeting the world’s poorest countries. Initial recommendations from OOTB include:

1. Investing in early R&D: The public sector should become more active in reviewing and managing R&D portfolios relevant to priority diseases;
2. Investing in manufacturing plants: The public sector can mitigate risk and influence competition via targeted investments in productive capacity;
3. Establish non-for-profit subsidiaries: Public-private partnerships should explore opportunities to spin off not-for-profit divisions focused on specific vaccines;
4. Long-term purchase guarantees: Given the fundamental barriers of risk and market uncertainty, long term purchase guarantees are likely a necessary part of any solution;
5. Role of World Bank/International Development Association (IDA) in purchase guarantees: Although the World Bank is not involved in the purchase of (sic) the Bank does have tremendous resources available to developing countries and it should continue to explore innovative concepts to facilitate country vaccine purchases;
6. “Venture capital” approach: Money may be invested in companies developing priority vaccines in exchange for equity or “access stakes”;
7. Innovative use of capital markets: The capital markets and related financing mechanisms may be tapped as new sources of funding for global public goods.

The World Health Organization can play an active role in assisting PPP-PDs to work with the World Bank and other existing and potential funding sources to explore and implement the recommendations made by the OOTB group.

**New Approach: A “Way out of the box” mechanism**

The World Bank’s OOTB group looks at traditional funding mechanisms and offers them for use in a new environment to the strategic benefit of PPP-PDs. Another suggestion targeted to the private sector offers a unique way to involve industry and stockholders in the development of products for neglected diseases.
An innovative funding mechanism, called “PharmaShares”, has been proposed by SHARED, a Boston based non-profit organization dedicated to improving access to essential medicines to the world’s poorest. The concept behind “PharmaShares” is to create a tax-deductible check off mechanism associated with the sale or purchase of pharmaceutical stocks with the proceeds to be paid into an independent entity. This “PharmaShares” check off mechanism is designed so that when an individual purchases pharmaceutical company stocks, the shareholder is offered the option to add a tax-deductible amount to the total transaction for contribution to the “PharmaShares” fund. Upon sale of pharmaceutical shares, the same tax-deductible option applies. The independent “PharmaShares” entity collects and administers these tax-deductible funds to be used solely to assist with the development and/or delivery of essential drugs to developing countries. This type of mechanism allows direct participation by shareholders of pharmaceutical companies and gives shareholders an opportunity to participate in improving global health. The funds could be used to support PPP-PDs who apply to receive funds. Alternatively, a single PPP-PD could enter into an arrangement with a pharmaceutical company to use the “PharmaShares” mechanism with the donations used to fund its own development goals.

While traditional funding mechanisms remain the most attractive to current and potential funders, novel funding mechanisms should be explored to encourage substantially greater investment in PPP-PDs. The World Health Organization can encourage the creation and development of non-traditional funding mechanisms for PPP-PDs through its relationship with the World Bank and other entities.

Portfolio Management: Scientific Challenges and Financial Sustainability

While much progress has been made by PPP-PDs, products have not yet been developed. Projections of the likelihood of success involve a combination of overcoming scientific hurdles and maintaining financial support.

The amount of funding for each project is tied to the scope of the project undertaken. For example, it is much costlier to develop vaccines as opposed to medicines just as it is more expensive to produce a product involving novel scientific discoveries such as an AIDS vaccine as opposed to developing a product that may have been previously worked on in the private sector but shelved because of lack of a commercial market. Based on the degree of scientific difficulty and the extreme cost, the development of novel vaccines are the highest risk but also have a substantial public health benefit especially the AIDS and malaria vaccines which affect millions of people.

To reduce scientific risk, PPP-PDs use the portfolio method to balance their projects and manage the likelihood of failure of projects. Product portfolio management is a risk reduction technique developed by the pharmaceutical industry and utilized by PPP-PDs to maximize the likelihood of taking an idea to market while limiting the cost of development as well as time to market. Key performance indicators (e.g. survival rates) are used prospectively and retrospectively to continually optimize the portfolio’s content and performance to meet three objectives: (1) balance risk between high and low...
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risk projects; (2) maximize the chance for a new medicine, - the lower the risk of the project the fewer projects are needed; and (3) manage the time to market by having a combination of projects at various stages of maturity. Portfolio projects are continuously evaluated by commercial opportunity, technical feasibility and development feasibility. Given that on average only 1 in 10 new project ideas delivers a development candidate and that only 1 in 20 development candidates will reach the market as a medicine, the portfolio approach increases the likelihood for success.

For example, DNDi currently has a portfolio of nine long-, medium, and short term projects that fill identified gaps in the drug development pipeline for each disease: (1) the early discovery stage, (2) the stage before drugs enter clinical development, and (3) at the point where drugs should reach patients but do not. Four are long-term projects to identify new lead compounds that can kill trypanosomiasis and/or leishmaniasis-causing parasites, and one focuses on combining existing anti-leishmanial drugs. The remaining four are short-term projects working with existing drugs at end of the pipeline. For instance, the registration of paromomycin, an old antibiotic, for visceral leishmaniasis in Africa (in collaboration with Institute of One World Health and WHO/TDR); the evaluation of nifurtimox, a drug used for Chagas disease, in combination with eflornithine to treat second stage sleeping sickness (in collaboration with WHO/TDR and Bayer); and two fixed-dose artesunate combination therapies (FACT) of artesunate/amodiaquine and artesunate/ mefloquine against chloroquine-resistant malaria in Africa and Asia respectively (in collaboration with seven medical research institutes across the world).

Picking the proverbial low hanging fruit by modifying existing products increases the likelihood of producing a product while reducing costs and time to market. These short time projects contrast with the long-term projects that have substantially higher risk of failure at greater cost. It remains to be seen if funding sources will remain with PPP-PDs for the many years that are required to develop products.

A healthy portfolio of projects depends upon a steady flow of pharmaceutical product concepts or leads that support that pipeline. Without a commercial incentive to ensure that the pipeline is full, PPP-PD portfolios are at risk themselves of running dry either because there is inadequate funding for basic research or failure to translate basic research into plausible candidates.
Figure 1. Identifying the gaps in the Drug Development Pipeline.


The size of the gap along the research and development continuum is not known but appears to be significant and could constrain PPP-PDs in the long run. The PPP-PDs have seized the most promising candidates for development and as these candidates move through the development portfolio, replacement candidates are needed. Less attractive product candidates may impact the PPP-PDs chances for success.

Opportunities exist to repair the gap in the research continuum for neglected diseases such as:

- Creation of a funding strategy to support the translation of basic research into early product leads
- Increase investment in enabling technologies such as rodent models
- Foster interaction between academic laboratories and industrial entities
- Create a strategy to increase participation and integration of researchers in endemic countries in early research projects
- Sponsor networking between basic researchers for neglected diseases
- Create and/or encourage partnerships among investigators, institutions and private sector especially those in developing countries

Closing the research gap will increase the probability that PPP-PDs will develop products for neglected diseases over the long term. In its “Priority Medicines for Europe and the World” report, the World Health Organization recommends to the European Union to
develop a mechanism to support “translational and preclinical research” done by PPP-PDs and others. The World Health Organization can continue to press for support from the European Union and other entities.

**Governance, Representation and Accountability of PPP-PDs**

The concepts of governance, representation and accountability are intertwined and have a direct impact on the success of PPP-PDs especially in terms of their relationship with the governments, institutions and people in low income countries. Participation in the leadership of PPP-PDs by representatives from developing countries will ease the constraints to implementation, increase “local ownership”, and improve the chances of sustaining partnership activities including product development initiatives.

**Governance of PPP-PDs**

“Governance” concerns the manner in which an organization manages itself and is comprised of formal and informal norms as well as rules and decision-making procedures that bring order and structure cooperation. Themes relating to the concept of governance include: legitimacy or the extent to which authority is considered valid by those affected by it; representation and participation by those who are affected by the exercise of power; the degree to which individuals are accountable for their decisions and actions; transparency; and the effectiveness, efficiency and sustainability of the governing body.

Governing bodies direct the decision-making process and power relationships in PPP-PDs. A governance structure that fits the needs of the partnership is necessary to ensure that the public health objectives and the objectives of the partners are being met. The PPP-PDs have selected one of two general models of governance: independent or hosted.

“Independent” partnerships are based on a business model with management structures similar to a private company. The governing body is a Board of Directors with representatives drawn from the public, private and civil sectors. The organizations generally have a lean executive management team as well as a scientific advisory committee and a stakeholder council. This model is favored in situations where the partnership is going to work with many separate entities. As the governing body, the Board of Directors of “independent” PPP-PDs has the responsibility to develop policies and principles for the partnership: review and guide corporate strategy; appoint, monitor, and advise key executives; assure financial integrity by reviewing finance and budgeting; and fundraise.

“Hosted” partnerships create an affiliation with an existing organization such as a university or government funded research institute to benefit from existing infrastructure and science. This type of arrangement determines where the PPP-PD will be housed and the terms of the hosting arrangement, typically operating by their hosts policies and procedures. Hosted partnerships have “governing bodies” provided by the hosting
organization that maintains fiduciary responsibility for the partnership which may restrict the partnership in terms of decision-making.\textsuperscript{33}

Of the 24 PPP-PDs reviewed, 14 are hosted and 10 are independent. [Refer to Summary Sheet number 1 for independent v. hosted status].

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{Hosted v. Independent PPP-PDs.}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Hosted & Independent \\
58\% & 42\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

The composition of governing bodies of independent and hosted partnerships determines the mix of public and private representation as well as North – South representation. These and other factors have a direct impact on the shared-decision making conducted by governing bodies. Deliberately structuring the governing body in such a way as to ensure that seats and voting rights are provided to both public and private sector organizations or North – South organizations increases the chances that the decisions taken reflect the interests, needs, and concerns of all groups.\textsuperscript{33} In addition, participation in Board representation may “increase the perceived fairness and legitimacy of the governing arrangement”.\textsuperscript{33}

\textit{Representation on Boards of Directors and other advisory committees:}

A review of the composition of representatives of the governing bodies of PPP-PDs by examining who sits on the Board of Directors/Governing Bodies, Scientific Advisory Committees and other bodies that govern these partnerships is set out on Appendix 1, Sheet 4.\textsuperscript{37}

As of December 31, 2004, there were a total of 109 available positions on the Boards of Directors/Governing Bodies (Boards) for PPP-PDs. Of the total, 108 seats are filled with one vacancy. Thirty countries are represented on the Boards with 15 countries having developed economies while 15 are less developed economies. Table 5, below, shows the number of Board members per country. Of all Board members, 79 (72\%) are from developed economies. The United States has 46 Board representatives or 42\% of all Board members. Please refer to Appendix 1, Sheet 10 for a complete listing of countries and representatives for each country.
Table 5. Number of PPP-PD Board of Directors members by country.

Information about Board representation was collated from the websites of the various PPP-PDs as well as the website of the Initiative on Public-Private Partnerships on Health, www.ippph.org, accessed at numerous times in November and December 2004 as well as January 2005.
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While some PPP-PDs have deliberately ensured representation from the South (DNDi), other Boards have no or few participants from low or middle-income countries or organizations (AERAS, IDRI). This pattern is reflected in the membership of Scientific Advisory Committees and other advisory boards as well. Please refer to Appendix 1, Sheet 4 for further detail on the composition of Boards of Directors and Advisory Committees.

It can be argued that “genuine deference to local decision-making would acknowledge that the elected governments of poorer countries are better placed than NGOs based in richer ones to decide what is in the interests of their populations”.38 The same can be said of “northern-based foundations, firms, governments and academics”33 Broader representation from the South increases the likelihood that proposed solutions will meet the needs of the populations to be served.

Logistics may play a part in the low representation from developing countries. Fifteen of the 24 PPP-PDs (62.5%) are headquartered in the United States and only one (SAAVI) is located in Africa. Twenty-three of the twenty-four PPP-PDs are situated in developed countries putting individuals from developing countries at a disadvantage in terms of ease and cost of travel.

Public-private partnerships are a product of developed countries, are housed in developed countries, funded by developed countries, and governed primarily by people from developed countries. While it can be argued that PPP-PDs need to be located in places that have easy access to the institutions in the North that fund them, the “symbolic importance of the locale (as well as the prevailing work cultures in these cities) may give the impression that these are not as ‘global’ as their names often suggest”.33

“If developing countries genuinely believe they are true stakeholders then they may also be inclined to contribute more themselves to product R&D projects and organizations, both through financial and in-kind resources”.2 The legitimacy of the authority of PPP-PDs involving developing countries increases.

The low participation of individuals from developing countries on Boards of Directors and other advisory groups raises concerns about the future of PPP-PDs. The cooperation and participation of developing countries is key to ensuring that once products are developed that they will be delivered to populations in developing countries. Their goal may be undermined because targeted recipients of PPP-PDs products may not be involved in “formulating policies, discussing priorities or considering the problems around delivery”.39 40 41 Involving national and community policy makers as well as key promoters such as individuals from professional associations can assist PPP-PDs in identifying gaps in research and other issues that can assist with the introduction of products into developing countries if consulted early in the process.40

PPP-PDs are presented with clear challenges to increase the number of partners from the South. The majority of the PPP-PDs are less than five years old and representation from
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less developed countries can increase over time if PPP-PDs make it a priority to develop “innovative, cost-effective models for deeper southern and other stakeholder input”.33

Accountability: Expanding the role of representation of the South

A question related to governance and representation is that of accountability. To whom are the PPP-PDs accountable? Are they “accountable to their own structures (boards, funding sources, councils) or to their constituencies (governments, shareholders, member states, beneficiaries including the intended recipients of the products being developed)?39

Accountability is defined as “being held responsible for one’s actions”.42 Both the private and public sectors have well-developed systems of accountability. In the private sector, management is accountable to its shareholders while in the public sector, administrative structures report to political structures that are ultimately accountable to voters.42

Accountability within PPP-PDs is less clear for several reasons. First, the PPP-PDs do not have any mechanisms for holding a partner accountable since the partners are autonomous entities. No system of sanctions exists to apply to negligent partners.42 Second, responsibility to governments and intended recipients in developing countries, referred to as “downward accountability”, is ill-defined and limited, posing a challenge to cooperation between international and local organizations.43

PPP-PDs have adopted mechanisms for accountability that mirror their independent or hosted status. Independent PPP-PDs such as MMV have senior management that is appointed by and accountable to the Board of Directors.33 A hosted PPP-PD operates so that the management and scientific groups report directly to the corporate sponsor such as those organizations housed at the Program for Appropriate Technology in Health (PATH) that report directly to its sponsor, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.33,42 In both models, PPP-PDs are accountable first to their donors and then indirectly to the public sector organizations and even more remotely, intended beneficiaries in developing countries.43

Overall, the governing bodies of PPP-PDs are held accountable primarily to “funders and stakeholders directly involved in the specific R&D problem”.33 An opposing view contends that “stakeholders such as peoples from low-income countries need to be in a position to hold PPP[-PDs] accountable and one mechanism for so doing involves systems of representation together with access to information.”33 By defining accountability more narrowly, PPP-PDs may be doing themselves a disservice in the future when it is time to request more extensive cooperation from low-income countries to test, market and deliver their products.

Once products are developed and introduced in developing countries, increased costs and systems demands will be made on developing countries. Administrative demands for implementation, funding for obtaining and distributing products as well as opportunity costs are issues for developing countries.39 System demands include reinforcing or
establishing new systems for specific diseases, training staff in particular interventions, and introducing them to new drug regimens”. Initiatives from PPP-PDs may divert resources to health problems considered of lower national priority and may create or exacerbate internal rivalries for control over funds and other resources. These additional demands will divert attention from other country level priorities and will certainly put stresses on already fragile health care systems.

Little is known about the perspectives of governments in low-income countries regarding PPP-PDs; however, when partnerships have excluded ministry officials, problems have arisen. For example, Namibia and South Africa initially rejected the UNAIDS/Bristol-Myers Squibb’s “Secure the Future” program because they had not been consulted in its design. Ethical issues have been raised about conducting clinical trials in Africa where drugs will be unaffordable as well as the training of African doctors in the US on drug regimens, methods and equipment that are unavailable in Africa.

It is unclear at this time what, if any, role PPP-PDs will provide in addressing accountability issues; however, WHO with its global focus can take steps to assist PPP-PDs, governments, funding sources and other interested parties engage in addressing these issues. The World Health Organization can:

- Work with PPP-PDs to ensure that the fruits of these entities benefit societies equitably. Very poor countries with large populations, unpopular governments or poor infrastructure may be excluded from these partnerships.
- Facilitate with PPP-PDs to ensure that they are working in harmony and integrated with national health priorities.
- Lead the development of transparent policy and procedural frameworks to protect the public interest and to ensure that the processes established by PPP-PDs are structured in the public interest.
- Promote and support research aimed at identifying good partnership practice.
- Lead the discussion to ensure that developing country governments are given an adequate voice in PPP-PDs.
- Assist with capacity development through coordination with PPP-PDs.

Role of PPP-PDs in developing capacity in low income countries

“Developing capacity” can be thought of in two broad categories: (1) transfer of scientific and technical knowledge and (2) ability of the governments of low-income countries to develop health care services and ensure access to the products PPP-PDs strive to create.

PPP-PDs have the potential to develop capacity in areas where clinical trials are conducted. With their major focus on core research and development activities, PPP-PDs are developing products that must undergo clinical trials before registration is completed. Many of the PPP-PDs have clinical trials underway in developing countries presenting challenges in terms of selecting and managing trial sites, regulatory capacity and ethical review capacity.
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To date, PPP-PDs have taken a solo approach to find sites for clinical testing, finding resources to manage clinical data and provide biostatistical analysis as well as using the capacity offered by the European and Developing Countries Clinical Trial Partnership (EDCTP).¹⁹

For example, IAVI has pursued a vigorous site development approach for phase 1 trials with 16 potential sites in 7 countries.⁴⁸ Aeras has engaged in clinical site development designed to enhance the capabilities of physicians, scientists, and public health workers in TB endemic areas of the Western Cape region.⁴⁹ Global Alliance for TB Drug Development working in collaboration with International Union Against TB and Lung Diseases (IUATLD) organized in South Africa to engage and strengthen potential clinical sites, especially laboratory skills and the preparatory work before clinical testing can take place⁴⁸. MMV is pursuing the course testing the product at site that is represented in the portfolio of program development partners for the specific project, thereby optimizing the project for the sponsor’s needs.⁴⁸

The overarching mission of PPP-PDs is to develop appropriate products for neglected diseases and the issue of capacity building in Africa is not the top priority for these organizations or for their funders that require the attainment of certain scientific and business goals.⁴⁸ An understanding of the current level of expertise available in Africa confirms that much work needs to be done before these resources will be at a level where they can be full participants in the process. Specifically, there is “no consistent criteria for assessing current trials capacity or future needs and no organization has maintained an overview on which to base coordinated efforts to strengthen capacities to match future needs”.⁴⁸ This void represents an opportunity for coordination and direction from an international health organization such as WHO.

Research networks exist in Africa to identify available resources for PPP-PDs to utilize. The African Malaria Network Trust (AMANET) is a collection of approximately 30 institutions in 20 countries engaged in malaria research reflecting a wide range of available equipment and clinical trials experience.⁵⁰ The Pan African Bioethics Initiative (PABIN) and the African Health Research Forum (AHRF) are involved in efforts to strengthen capacity in Africa.⁵¹ INDEPTH is a network involved in long-term intensive demographic surveillance systems in 16 countries. Each site has basic infrastructure and potential for clinical trials including access to participants in malaria, tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS endemic communities.

Little has been done in Africa to systematically develop research capacity especially in sub-Saharan Africa “where health research in most countries has an allocation of less than 0.5% of national budgets, and health budgets are funded with less than 1% of gross domestic product but innovative schemes for financing research are in place in Colombia and the Philippines”⁵². Government research institutes such as the National Institute for Medical Research, Tanzania, the Joint Clinical Research Center, Uganda, the Kenya Medical Research Institute and the National Institute for Pharmaceutical Research, Nigeria provide opportunities for local scientists and to influence public policy⁴⁸. In general, there is evidence of general political will to boost creativity within the scientific
community but the “lack of capacity is one of the reasons many industry players choose not to run trials” in developing countries.\footnote{19}

“Regional health research networks have been established in Asia (Asia Pacific Health Research Forum, \url{http://www.aphrf.org}), Latin America and the Caribbean to consolidate efforts on health research priorities common to the respective regions” but obtaining long-term support and sustaining networking has been difficult.\footnote{52}

The role of the pharmaceutical industry in participation in clinical trials in developing countries has been primarily through public-private partnerships. For example, Merck is conducting trials in 58 countries in Eastern Europe, Asia and Latin America and GSK is working to facilitate testing in developing countries but opportunities exist to engage the pharmaceutical industry more fully in building clinical capacity in developing countries.\footnote{48} Bilateral aid donors tend to support institutions, local missions or global funding rather than research development.\footnote{48} The opportunity exists for government and international organizations to raise capacity and standards including training to build capacity in implementing clinical trials and to establish regulatory structures.\footnote{48}

Other major challenges exist in developing capacity in Africa. First, African countries do not have Institutional Review Boards and of those who do the standard of quality is good to poor.\footnote{51} Developing countries must work with each other as well as with industrialized nations on the full range of access issues.\footnote{53} Establishing regional regulatory networks would enable countries to share expertise and harmonize processes to expedite product review.

Other shortcomings hamper the capacity building process. Clinical studies take place in 1 or 2 locations within a country and exclude medical practitioners in isolated, rural areas; by global standards, facilities for handling and managing clinical data are minimal; inadequate travel and communication infrastructures impede communication; developing support from the local level takes a long time to establish trust among sponsor, research team, community and participants.\footnote{49} The issue of informed consent is complicated by low levels of literacy, difficulties with understanding and communication compounded by the use of translators; and cultural issues including the tradition of seeking the consent of the village chief and the family head before an individual gives consent. Building capacity within the African scientific community to demonstrate credibility in managing research funds is needed.\footnote{51}

Research efforts can be hampered by the low number of people willing to participate in clinical trials. For example, South African HIV vaccine research efforts are threatened by the inability to enroll people in clinical trials. “According to researchers from the Medical Research Council, the fear of stigma and discrimination for their communities prevented people from taking part in the trials”.\footnote{54}

Opportunities exist for an organization, possibly WHO or a regional WHO office, to advocate for developing capacity and to establish basic, achievable goals including: regionally harmonized clinical trial guidelines\footnote{55}; ICH compliant Institutional Review...
Boards (IRBs) for ethical and safe clinical research, health research requirements and local capacity\textsuperscript{49}. This role requires material and financial support, training, coordination of resources within the region, governance structures as well as administrative and management skills. If WHO takes on this or any other role, it will need to carefully consider the issues of “under funding and understaffing”\textsuperscript{25} that may hamper its effectiveness.

Increasing the role of developing countries in capacity building is crucial but should not be left to PPP-PDs alone as it may pull them off mission.\textsuperscript{19} Support is needed from government, multilateral and bilateral agencies, as well as private and public institutions. “A challenge for the [PPP-PDs] is how to leverage their collective voice to facilitate increased focus and momentum from organizations such as WHO, which can help by working in parallel with them”.\textsuperscript{19}

Many aspects of access to medicines are out of the control of PPP-PDs such as health systems issues including the quality and competency of health personnel, government procurement practices and efficiency, government budgeting for health care, national policies regarding product choice and drug policy, and other related issues.\textsuperscript{56} In addition, low-income countries need the tools necessary to make informed decisions about the introduction of any new medicine or vaccine. Factors to be considered in making such a decision in regards to any of the neglected diseases include: current disease burden; cost-effectiveness of existing treatments compared to the cost-effectiveness of any new treatment; economic disease burden; the capacity of the existing delivery infrastructure; and availability of financing.\textsuperscript{57}

PPP-PDs, along with their stakeholders and national citizens must insist that “governments and intergovernmental institutions fulfill their responsibility in properly funding and directing needs-based R&D. Governments have a duty to ensure that appropriate resources and capacity exist in independent national and intergovernmental institutions to set, drive, monitor and critically evaluate the national and global health agenda”.\textsuperscript{47}

It is clear that many challenges exist to develop capacity in developing countries and that these challenges far exceed the scope, skills or mission of PPP-PDs. Leadership opportunities exist for pan-African or international organizations led by WHO to set out the framework and guidelines for the long-term commitment needed to develop research and clinical capabilities in low income countries.

**Product delivery to developing countries: Issues, challenges, plans for product distribution**

Public health history shows the importance of planning for the introduction of products well in advance of those products being ready for distribution. While challenges for medicines, vaccines and diagnostics are unique and present their own sets of issues, the case of vaccines is a good example. “The historical approach to developing an introduction strategy has been to start thinking about it only after the product is available...
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– a Hepatitis B (HepB) vaccine was introduced in the developing world in the late 1980s, nearly 10 years after the developed world; the vaccine of Haemophilus influenza type b (Hib) has a similar story. By 2001, 126 countries had introduced HepB vaccine; only 77 countries had introduced Hib. The cost of this approach has been estimated in hundreds of thousands of preventable deaths”.

Ensuring access to finished products in developing countries requires demand for those products, adequate financing and infrastructure. Clearly the magnitude of these issues prevents PPP-PDs from tackling them alone. “PPPs may be able to play a role in critical areas relating to access by ensuring availability of the products as well as ensuring that the products are adopted. To ensure availability, PPP-PDs can assist in the development of appropriate regulatory approval and licensure infrastructure; manufacturing capability and sufficient capacity; and logistics and delivery networks in-country.”

To ensure adoption of new products, PPP-PDs can participate in end-user awareness about the product and its benefits; effective pricing and financing mechanisms to ensure affordability; and engage in building a supportive social and policy environment.

Several PPP-PDs have prepared strategies for dealing with the delivery of newly developed products. For example, IAVI has set out a blueprint for access to an AIDS vaccine which touches on issues relevant to other vaccines as well as medicines and diagnostics. These issues are: (1) Financing – Mobilize political support to price vaccines by ability to pay and secure donor resources to purchase vaccines for poor countries; (2) Production – Forge public-private partnerships to share the risk of building capacity in advance of a licensed vaccine; (3) Delivery – Establish innovative systems for delivering AIDS vaccines to at-risk and hard-to-reach adolescents and adults; (4) Demand – Secure reliable demand forecasts that can guide arrangements for financing, production and delivery; and (5) Regulation – Streamline and coordinate licensure procedures, scale up regulatory expertise in developing countries.

Another PPP-PD engaging in planning for product distribution is the Meningitis Vaccine Project (MVP) that has identified 4 areas of focus: vaccine development; research and surveillance; vaccine rollout and distribution; and communications, advocacy and resource mobilization. At the same time that MVP is negotiating an off-take agreement for the future vaccine in order to secure long-term supply at low and predictable transfer prices, it is preparing the ground for uptake by working with Ministers of Health and Finance in Africa to build awareness and demand. Efforts are made to work with the donor community to secure financial support.

The Rotavirus Vaccine Project (RVP) is working to reduce the time from development of a vaccine to distribution in developing countries. RVP’s model is designed to harness the resources and commitment of the vaccine industry, public health organization, donors, and governments to address “barriers to vaccine introduction. The model focuses on both sides of the vaccine/supply demand equation to achieve stable vaccine supply at a feasible price established through predictable demand”.
This model depends on the successful achievement of the following Strategic Goals:

- Provide information that enables national and international decision-makers to make an evidence-based decision regarding use of vaccine.
- Accelerate the availability of affordable, new vaccines appropriate for use in developing countries.

RVP will pursue this model over the next few years with the aim of demonstrating and creating a model to ensure global rotavirus vaccine access.

PneumoADIP is taking an approach similar to RVP. Working closely with GAVI and other organizations, PneumoADIP seeks to use innovative financing mechanisms such as demand creation, manufacturing incentives, and predictable funding to meet its goals. It hopes to provide affordable vaccines in developing countries; encourage a fair return on investment in the research, development, and production of vaccines, leading to a strong and healthy global vaccine industry; create incentives for manufacturers to invest in expanding capacity by ensuring demand for the vaccines; improve skills and infrastructure in countries to better forecast and plan long-term vaccine needs; and optimize the impact of vaccines and reduce long-term wastage.

One of the first steps in ensuring accelerated introduction of vaccines into developing countries is to establish the value of vaccinating children in individual countries. This process requires that the disease burden is known and articulated. Disease burden studies, efficacy trials and other fact-gathering activities must be done to define the baseline of disease prevalence and the information must be communicated to national and community leaders. This information will also paint a picture of latent demand to be used as an initial price estimate. Education and advocacy coupled with demonstration trials will be necessary to convince decision makers on the national level to prioritize the introduction of the vaccines where appropriate. Sustainable funding must be available to ensure a reliable supply of the vaccines.

PneumoADIP and RVP are working to “identify ‘early adopter’ countries which will be the first introducers of their respective vaccines. These adopters will become the priority focus in terms of enhanced disease surveillance, demonstration projects, and eventual introduction. Success in these countries will then lead to introduction and success in ‘early majority’ and ‘later majority’ countries. This user segmentation reflects the varied need, capacity and willingness of countries to adopt new vaccine technologies; it adapts commercial approaches to market segmentation and phased introduction”.

The early adopter countries will most likely have “stable political environments, respect for intellectual property rights, and a strong national commitment to testing a vaccine that might benefit the population. This selection process raises the issue of increasing inequalities in developing countries as countries that the populations of the least organized and least stable may have the populations that are most needy.”
Both ADIPs are “working with multinational pharmaceutical companies – the suppliers closest to market for both Pneumococcus and Rotavirus vaccines for the developing world – to negotiate pricing arrangements. All of this is being done while products are still in development so the ADIPs are potentially shaping the products being created and explicitly trying to influence future supply dynamics”.

The goal of PPP-PDs is to ensure that within developing countries their products are “used and understood by the consumers and are put into use within national health systems, whether within the private or public sectors”.

To ensure marketing and distribution of products, Ridley points to the model of the non-profit organization, The Concept Foundation, which “was initiated to handle IPR and licensing issues associated with the new contraceptive developed through the Human Reproductive Health Programmed at WHO”. The Concept Foundation has “engaged with local manufacturers and distributors to ensure widespread availability of affordable product”.

Several PPP-PDs have actions plans and strategies for introducing new products into developing countries and have begun the process of building support within these countries; however, it is clear that the task of delivery is outside the mission of most PPP-PDs. It is such a huge undertaking that cannot be accomplished without the support of international organizations such as WHO, national governments, multilateral and bilateral entities, and all members of the public and private sectors. WHO, UNAIDS and CDC have produced a blueprint for the introduction of a first generation HIV vaccine but the role of PPP-PDs is not identified. PPP-PDs must be involved in this process to utilize their expertise, knowledge and resources to reach the desired public health goal of ensuring greater access to vaccines and medicines for neglected diseases. The governments of low income countries will need the expertise of WHO and PPP-PDs to help them make the best health choices for their people based on accurate disease burden information and treatment options within the available finances.

**Collective activities in support of PPP-PDs: Advocacy Opportunities**

The work of PPP-PDs could progress faster if they participated in collective activities using their resources and skills to further their respective missions. Areas for possible collective action include communication and coordination such as information sharing relating to deal making and IP management; coordinated action such as common systems for clinical trials; collective advocacy to raise awareness about neglected diseases; strengthening of regulatory capacity in developing countries; and issues relating to portfolio management. Because PPP-PDs operate with small administrative staffs, they are “so busy and focused on their mission that they haven’t paid attention to ways to work together”.

An even larger challenge is for PPP-PD is to “communicate the core strengths and perceived benefits of the model with simple messages that cut across the entire field of
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[PPP-PDs] to encourage a broader support base. The “Priority Medicines for Europe and the World” emphasized the importance of public-private partnerships in addressing neglected diseases and advocated for specific actions to be taken by the European Union. PPP-PDs can continue and expand this work independently and with the cooperation of the World Health Organization.

“As the [PPP-PDs] plan for the success of their development efforts, they must also work in parallel with other organizations and groups to ensure that public policy, financing and infrastructure are ready once a product has been successfully developed”. Gaps in resources or capacity including translational capabilities, regulatory capacity, delivery infrastructure, regulatory harmonization could be addressed through existing public sector organizations such as WHO. PPP-PDs working together is necessary to ensure access in developing countries. With their competing goals and increasing demands on fragile health systems, they may meet with resistance if they cannot build up national health systems and integrate their products into strained systems.

The opportunity exists for PPP-PDs to work together to “develop and deliver a simple set of messages about the [PPP-PD] field” that may be more effective than individual efforts. Dialogue between and among PPP-PDs takes place on an ad hoc basis but no formal mechanism yet exists to create and implement a plan of action for PPP-PDs.

With the unfortunate demise of the Initiative on Public-Private Partnerships for Health, data collection and research on public-private partnerships will have to take place elsewhere or not at all. It is unclear what entity will take the initiative to bring together the leaders of PPPs to discuss issues that are of mutual importance. It is up to PPP-PDs working individually and together to ensure their own success.

The World Health Organization may act as a facilitator for PPP-PDs to collaborate and provide a forum for research and discussion. If new products are to be successfully adopted by low income countries, further action is required to ensure that fragile health systems are supported and advised based on epidemiological data tailored to each country.

**Recommendations for further action by the World Health Organization:**

Public-private partnerships for product development have accomplished much in terms of mobilizing resources, focusing research and public opinion in support of developing treatments and preventive measures for neglected diseases. The World Health Organization can continue to foster and support the work of PPP-PDs in several keys areas:

- Advocate for additional traditional and innovative funding mechanisms from current and additional funding sources to support long-term financing of the development and delivery of products for neglected diseases

---
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- Utilize its leadership position and expertise to close the research gap and foster networks while building capacity in low income countries by supporting preclinical and translational research to be conducted collaboratively with institutions in the north and south
- Engage in strategic planning with PPP-PDs to coordinate their efforts between and among PPP-PDs as well as all other interested parties to ensure that duplication of efforts is minimized and financial and other resources are maximized.
- Develop an overarching strategic plan for delivery of new products for neglected diseases by ensuring baseline disease burden information is available for informed decision making and is communicated to leaders at the national level.
- Work with PPP-PDs to develop a plan to increase participation on governing boards by representatives from the South with the long term goal of accelerating the marketing and delivery of products for neglected diseases.
- Provide a forum for PPP-PDs and other parties to identify and prioritize areas for collaboration.

By continuing its work with PPP-PDs, the World Health Organization can assist them to achieve their goals of developing products for neglected diseases. These products will have a positive impact on the health of millions of people worldwide.

---
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